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the thickness of flatness 
 

At the touch of love everyone becomes a poet.  
Plato

 
[images of matter] the eye assigns them names, but only the hand truly knows them. A dynamic joy touches, moulds, and 

refines them… 
Gaston Bachelard 

 
In a 27x19” sheet of watercolor paper or similar, you will construct on one side of it a section drawing of your studio 
project building. On the other side of the paper, you will construct a section of a detail. The only requirement for this 

drawing is that you can not use any visible ink, pencil, or any other color material. You will only work with white stuff, like 
paper, plaster, glue, feathers, dust, fabric, etc. The desire of this drawing is that you explore the tactility of your 

architectural ideas, the depth, texture, light, reflection, opacity, softness, hardness, heat, coldness and all the copious 
qualities you can find and DESIGN with a material. 

You can cut, mark, press, oil, glue and add and remove anything to your drawing that will allow you to explore how 
TOUCH helps you think, imagine and design. 







andrea bryan

Using only weaving techniques, the drawing signifies the complete making of a building that interlocks the history of the site through the past, present, and future. As 
one begins to examine the drawing, each weave gives shape, scale, texture and warmth to architectural space of the library. People touch things according to their 
shape unconsciously exploring and revealing the magnificence of the form and texture. By removing portions of the paper, a sense of solidity and strength appear 
through solid dark voids representing the columns, walls, and floor slabs. In the center vertical, three weaves of daylight cascade down from the roof to the 1st floor. 

Through these weaves, a pool of light is brought into the space descending and fading into the lobby of the building.
The horizontal weaves from the stairs are interlocked with vertical pieces forming a semi-circular space protruding toward the viewer. Still smooth in tactile quality, the 

semi-circular spaces allows the story to fill the entire experience of the room, offering a central gathering enclosure to engage the listener in the
storytelling process.

Through the variation in weaving techniques, density, and pattern, the architectonic space and form is realized.







john salmons

Along the bottom edge of the wall the water deposits the dust that it has eroded off the wall, slowly changing the porous concrete floor, into a beautiful collage of 
marble and concrete. “Now that I’ve felt it I can see it.” Arthur Zajonc “Catching the light: the entwined history of light and mind” Joining the two sides of the drawing 
together is one of the many collecting points for the water. The detail feeds the water onto the other side of the drawing, which, returns us to the interior of the building. 
The flood of water is in sync with the flood of people that show up for the storytelling. Now seated in the storytelling room, the water surrounds us falling along the 
ceiling down to the floor. A curved wall that turns into a vaulted ceiling forms a joint that separates the exterior to the interior wall. This is highlighted because both 
sides receive water. The exterior is drenched during storms compared to the interior wall, which is slowly fed water from the reservoir above the theater. The seating 
arrangement is paired with the vaulted ceiling, the semi circle/oval shape of the room is justified because its lends itself for telling stories. The reservoir plays a larger 
role outside of just purely esthetic reasons. A new study believes that collecting water from the roof instead of just sending it off to the streets will lower the rate of 
flooding. “The water will drain away slowly over a few hours, without affecting the downstream drainage system.” Writes Jonathan Ward in an article titled “A Top-Down 
Approach to Flood Prevention.” These flood gardens located on each roof will be home to plants that filter and can withstand periotic periods of flooding. They will be 

accessible for public use and for an area of relaxation and reflection for the resident storytellers. 
These spaces become vital for new approaches to flood control. Water has a large role in our daily life in the western societies. However, it mainly goes unnoticed, 
with our morning showers, to our evening baths, our breaks at the water fountain, to our trips to the bathroom. It takes more for water to be noticed, but like a dog 
begging for a piece of your lunch then jumping on the table for a bite of it, its only the bad behavior of water that we notice, never the positives ones. The news never 
sends Chopper Five out to our houses but we do see it out documenting flooding. This building hopes to join the power of storytelling to the power of water. With the 
site proximity to the Potomac, which floods from time to time, we can only hope to turn the perception of floods from the negative to positive, like the Nile River delta 
in Egypt which farmers rely on to flood each year. The Nile floods allow crops to grow because of the fresh soil and water over flowing their plots of land. This building 

too will rely on flooding to make it stand out, and to enjoy the excess of water.

“I’m singin’ in the rain
Just singin’ in the rain.”

-Gene Kelly







nicolas balacco

A combination of Roman Brick and concrete composed of horizontal layers will add richness to these walls. Horizontal metal bars separating the different layers of 
the concrete will became noticeable when in contact with the human hand. The texture of the metal is much softer and feels much colder to the fingers than the 

surrounding concrete.







alexandra wojno

We know the stove is hot because we have felt that it is warm when it has been heated up, and that is why we do not touch it with our bare hands. Ice is cold because 
we have felt the frosty temperature when it comes out of the freezer. Had we not had these experiences, how could we be expected to know or understand? You learn 

from your experiences, that is how you acquire knowledge.
When drawing the section of my building, I wanted to really focus on light and how it enters and occupies my space. Light is something that you feel, more than you 
touch. It is normally displayed by the negative space on a page, with shadows surrounding it, which was definitely a challenge on an all white drawing. By drawing the 
light-giving building components using a series of vertical lines, I was able to show the breaks in the light through texture, as I would like them to occur in my space 

through material.







casey mcgrath

Thus the voids become space as the light sweeps its way across the surface. But the space is not understood as the absence of light; instead, it is this presence of 
light that allows the shadows to dance between dimensions. It is the light that shades its face from the surface of paper or canvas or skin. And it is the cascade of light 

turned to shadow that begs for the abrupt harshness of a cur, a moment to turn a corner so that it may seek a new path. 







nahal sharifi

One evening as the building was sitting along the street, the light burnt in the house across from it; and so the building’s shadow fell on the back. Yes! There it sat, 
directly opposite, at the back; and when the light moved, the shadow also moved: as shadows always do.

“I think my shadow is the only living thing that can see the other side,” said the building. “Now the shadow should be cunning, and go into the other side, and then 
come and tell me how it had felt. Be useful, and do me a service. Go! But don’t stay away,” said the building.

Next morning, as the building came out into the sunshine, realized that it had no shadows. The shadow had actually gone last night, and not come again.
This annoyed the building; not so much because the shadow was gone, but because it knew there was going to be a story about a building without a shadow!

Many years passed by. Then, one day, a new building came into the old town.
“Whom have I the honor of speaking?” asked the old building.

“I thought you would not know me. I have got so much body. You certainly never thought of seeing me so well off. Do you not know your old shadow? You certainly 
thought I should never return,” said the shadow.

-“I cannot recover from my surprise! Sit down, old friend, and tell me a little how it has gone with you. How did you feel on the other side? Was it Smooth or rough? Did 
all the gods of the olden times pass through the large saloons? Did the old heroes combat there? Did sweet children play there, and relate their dreams?”-

-“I felt everything there was to be felt. I learned to know my inward nature, my innate qualities. At the time I was with you, I thought not of that, but always--you know it 
well--when the sun rose, and when the sun went down, I became so strangely great; in the moonlight I was very near being more distinct than yourself; at that time I 

did not understand my nature; it was revealed to me on the other side! I became a building! I came out matured.”

Based on “The Shadow” story by Hans Christian Andersen







noora fraidon

It was a very dark and rainy day at the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. People from all over Georgetown have “pressed” themselves against each other along both sides 
of the canal, even though the drawing could only show a small part of the crowd. They were looking down the canal with such deep concern and worry, their faces 
turned “white” and the looks they had in their eyes were chilling. Their bodies stood there motionless, something terribly disturbing must have happened in the canal. 
Strings of white clouds were weaving their way through the clear skies. And before long it was pouring rain as if three skies were unloading their burdens and not just 
one. It seemed like the heavens were crying over what happened in that canal. The rain was so heavy as it came falling on the gazing crowds but even that did not 

make them consider taking shelter, what they were witnessing was far more troubling.
The drawing tries to depict all the different layers of the canal as an attempt to see what the crowds are seeing. It even moves closer to represent the surfaces and 
details of each layer as it desperately searches for what went wrong here. But all the layers of weaved soil, snow-white stones, frozen water, and soft silt would not 

reveal the dark events of what had took place here.
Time has passed, rain has stopped and the sun came out from behind the clouds. The warm sun rays reached for the face of every man standing by the canal drying 

it from the rain droplets running down. Some of the sun rays accidently got into their eyes awaking them from what seemed like a spell. They were finally awake.
The men looked around; they were astonished by the size of the crowd. They suddenly felt cold and sensed the cold breeze freezing their wet bodies. They could not 
remember how long they have been standing here and what were they doing before. The crowd started to break as everyone was hesitantly retracing their memories 

looking for the paths they took before reaching the canal.
As each of them was walking further away they each still had a sad spirit hovering over their souls. Their heads were tilted down and their eyes were pinned to the 
ground. All of a sudden the path they were walking was moving closer and closer, and the footprints they left on the trail are getting bigger and bigger. To their surprise, 
the paths they walked everyday seemed different today. For the first time in their lives they were able to feel the earth with all of its variations underneath their feet, 
they could see that this dirt path does not consist of only dirt but that it was so much more than just that. Parts of it were rough and others were smooth, some had 

grass-cover and some were nude. 
At that moment they all knew. They knew that something within them has changed. They did not know exactly what has changed, but at that moment they knew that 

they will never see their lives in the same way ever again.

CAST
Clouds..............paper weaved three-dimensionally into and out of the drawing

Rain..................white paper, museum board and transparent acrylic cut into identical rectangles
People.............Chipboard human figures pressed against drawing

Soil..................two-dimensional paper weave
Stone Wall.......Modified foam board

Frozen Water...Paper tissue and liquid glue
Silt....................pinholes

Foot Steps....... My Sketchers shoes pressed against wet toilet paper
Rough Path......Plastic bag and liquid glue

Grass-Cover.....Strips of paper and transparent acrylic pointing upwards







leslie thompson

In exploring the new wall detail, I experimented with mixing fragile materials, like thread, with heavy materials, like stone. This lead to the idea of a moving wall 
mechanism based on counter weights. I began by creating oversized semi-circles and positioned them on the top and bottom of my wall. To give the feel of something 
heavy, smooth, and cold I used solid, round anchors. Using thread I created a loom to establish contrast between fragility and sturdiness. I wanted to explore their 

presence together.


